Positions Available at Daifuku Wynright
Assembler

The Assembler uses blueprints and hand tools to build conveyor products.

Brake Press
Operator

The Brake Press Operator uses brake presses and miscellaneous equipment to
create, shape, and customize materials into a variety of forms dictated by
Fabrication plans. Reads and interprets detailed and complex instructions to
produce the desired forms.

Horizontal Saw
Operator

The Horizontal Saw Operator sets up and operates a metal cutting saw to saw
steel into certain lengths as designated according to order requirements to
create structural steel products used in industrial automation.

Machine Operator
– Roller Shop

The Machine Operator operates the CNC machine to cut and build rollers. Sets
up and operates a variety of machines.

Maintenance
Technician

The Maintenance Technician performs electrical and mechanical maintenance
activities as assigned by the Maintenance Manager.

Material Handler

The Material Handler will perform receiving tasks, including receiving and
unloading items, verifying shipment condition, and keeping computer records.
The primary goal is to Handle, move, load and unload materials by hand or
using a variety of materials handling equipment including tow motors and/or
forklifts.

Order Filler

The Order Filler labels and puts away materials received from other
departments. Works with other departments to ensure delivery of materials
safely and on time.

Order Picker

The Order Picker fills work orders by accurately identifying and pulling materials
and delivering them to the requested destination.

Paint Prepper

The Power Coat Loader loads and unloads parts on the Powder Coat paint line.

Powder Coat
Painter

The Powder Coat Painter applies powder coat paint to products using a manual
spray gun and automated coating system, maintaining required paint thickness
and ensuring high quality finishes.

Quality Control
Inspector

The Quality Control Inspector supports company quality goals by performing
measurements, checks, tests, sampling, final inspection of parts, and other
quality control processes in the manufacture of Wynright’s products and
services. Duties are about 75% shop time and 25% desk time.

Roller Assembler

The Roller Assembler works with the machine operator to assemble the roller
units.

Structural
Fabricator

The Fabricator operates fabricating machines to create structural steel products
used in industrial automation.

Welder

The Welder joins metal parts using high heat application to form a permanent
bond.
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Manufacturing
Engineer

The Manufacturing Engineer plans, designs, arranges, changes, and optimizes
the Wynright Conveyors Shop manufacturing processes.

Product
Development
Engineer
Production
Manager

The Product Development Engineer develops new products for conveyor
systems and applications.

Assembly
Supervisor

The Assembly Supervisor supervises activities of the shop employees in the
mechanical Assembly department. Supports manufacturing and safety
objectives.

Inventory
Supervisor

Supervises activities of Shop employees. Supports manufacturing and safety
objectives.

Fabrication
Supervisor

Manage and supervise 1st shift Fabrication department. Ensure employees
adhere to all safety procedures, meet departmental objectives and maintain a
positive work environment.

The Production Manager will manage the activities and performance of
Supervisors to ensure that quality products are manufactured on time, safely,
and within budget.

Candidates can apply on the careers page on-line at www.wynright.com
Positions with Wynright all start with “WYN”
The manufacturing facility is at the “Hobart, IN” location
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